Service Robotics - Global Strategic Business Report

Description: The report provides separate comprehensive analytics for the US, Canada, Japan, Europe, Asia-Pacific, Latin America, and Rest of World. Annual estimates and forecasts are provided for the period 2016 through 2024. Also, a five-year historic analysis is provided for these markets. Market data and analytics are derived from primary and secondary research.

This report analyzes the worldwide markets for Service Robotics in US$ Thousand and Units by the following Product Categories: Personal Use Robots, and Professional Use Robots. The global market for Personal Use Robots Service Robotics market is analyzed by the following Application Segments: Domestic Robots, Entertainment Robots, and Others. The global market for Processional Use Robots Service Robotics market is analyzed by the following Application Segments: Defense, Field, Logistics, Medical, and Others.

Company profiles are primarily based on public domain information including company URLs. The report profiles 113 companies including many key and niche players such as -

- Aethon, Inc.
- Gecko International Corporation
- Hanool Robotics Corp.
- Honda Motors Co., Ltd.
- Husqvarna AB
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Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 110: Italian 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Unit Analytics
Table 111: Italian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 112: Italian Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 113: Italian 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4d. THE UNITED KINGDOM
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
B. Market Analytics
Value Analytics
Table 114: UK Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 115: UK Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 116: UK 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Unit Analytics
Table 117: UK Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 118: UK Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 119: UK 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4e. SPAIN
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Iberobotics S.L.
A Major Player
B. Market Analytics
Value Analytics
Table 120: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 121: Spanish Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 122: Spanish 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Unit Analytics
Table 123: Spanish Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 124: Spanish Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 125: Spanish 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4f. RUSSIA
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Russian Ministry of Defense Promotes Robotics
B. Market Analytics
Value Analytics
Table 126: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 127: Russian Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 128: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Unit Analytics
Table 129: Russian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 130: Russian Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 131: Russian 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

4g. REST OF EUROPE
A. Market Analysis
Outlook
Product Launch
Husqvarna Ab (Sweden)
A Key Player
B. Market Analytics
Value Analytics
Table 132: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 133: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 134: Rest of Europe 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Unit Analytics
Table 135: Rest of Europe Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 136: Rest of Europe Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 137: Rest of Europe 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5. ASIA-PACIFIC
A. Market Analysis
Market Overview
Strategic Corporate Development
B. Market Analytics
Value Analytics
Table 138: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Geographic Region
China, South Korea, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 139: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Service Robots by Geographic Region
China, South Korea, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 140: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for China, South Korea, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 141: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 142: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 143: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Unit Analytics
Table 144: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Geographic Region
China, South Korea, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 145: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Service Robots by Geographic Region
China, South Korea, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 146: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for China, South Korea, and Rest of Asia-Pacific Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 147: Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 148: Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
Table 149: Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5a. CHINA
A. Market Analysis
Market Overview
Expanding Applications of Service Robots
Food Service Robots Continue to Gain Popularity
Robots for Learning & Cleaning Become Popular
Household Cleaning Robots Find Favor among Chinese Consumers
Combat Robots: Another Opportunity to Tap
Medical Robotics Sector: A Promising Market
Strategic Corporate Developments
B. Market Analytics
Value Analytics
5b. SOUTH KOREA

A. Market Analysis

Market Overview

Table 156: Korean Market for Service Robotics (2016): Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales by Application (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Domgy

Latest Launch in Korea's Companion/Social Robots Market

Korean Government Supports Development of Robots Sector

Strategic Corporate Development

Key Players

B. Market Analytics

Value Analytics

Table 157: South Korean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category

Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 158: South Korean Historic Review for Service Robots by Category

Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 159: South Korean 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category

Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Unit Analytics

Table 160: South Korean Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category

Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 161: South Korean Historic Review for Service Robots by Category

Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 162: South Korean 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category

Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

5c. REST OF ASIA-PACIFIC

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

India

Bots Set to Revolutionize India's Workplace

Hectic Lifestyles to Fuel Sales of Cleaning Robots

Singapore

Robotic Technology Forays into Services & Hospitality Sector

Taiwan

Product Innovations/Introductions

Strategic Corporate Developments
Table 163: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 164: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 165: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 166: Rest of Asia-Pacific Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 167: Rest of Asia-Pacific Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 168: Rest of Asia-Pacific 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 169: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Brazil, Mexico, and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 170: Latin American Historic Review for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Brazil, Mexico, and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 171: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Brazil, Mexico, and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 172: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 173: Latin American Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 174: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 175: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Brazil, Mexico, and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 176: Latin American Historic Review for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Brazil, Mexico, and Rest of Latin America Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 177: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Geographic Region
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Brazil, Mexico, and Rest of Latin America Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 178: Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 179: Latin American Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 180: Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years
2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6a. BRAZIL
A. Market Analysis
   Outlook
   Brazilian Police Force Uses Robots for Routine Operations
B. Market Analytics
   Value Analytics
   Table 181: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$
   Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 182: Brazilian Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$
   Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 183: Brazilian 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
   Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 &
   2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Unit Analytics
   Table 184: Brazilian Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for
   Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 185: Brazilian Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for
   Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 186: Brazilian 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
   Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years
   2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6b. MEXICO
A. Market Analysis
   Value Analytics
   Table 187: Mexican Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$
   Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 188: Mexican Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$
   Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 189: Mexican 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
   Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 &
   2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Unit Analytics
   Table 190: Mexican Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for
   Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 191: Mexican Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for
   Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 192: Mexican 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
   Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years
   2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

6c. REST OF LATIN AMERICA
A. Market Analysis
   Value Analytics
   Table 193: Rest of Latin American Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$
   Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 194: Rest of Latin American Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
   Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$
   Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
   Table 195: Rest of Latin American 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
   Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 &
   2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)
7. REST OF WORLD

A. Market Analysis

Outlook

Middle East
Robots

The New Teaching Assistants in Dubai Schools

Strategic Corporate Development

B. Market Analytics

Value Analytics

Table 199: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 200: Rest of World Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Sales Figures in US$ Thousand for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 201: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Value Sales for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Unit Analytics

Table 202: Rest of World Recent Past, Current & Future Analysis for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2016 through 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 203: Rest of World Historic Review for Service Robots by Category
Personal Use and Professional Use Markets Independently Analyzed with Annual Installations in Units for Years 2011 through 2015 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

Table 204: Rest of World 14-Year Perspective for Service Robots by Category
Percentage Breakdown of Annual Unit Installations for Personal Use and Professional Use Markets for Years 2011, 2017 & 2024 (includes corresponding Graph/Chart)

IV. COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE

Total Companies Profiled: 113 (including Divisions/Subsidiaries 116)

- The United States (41)
- Canada (5)
- Japan (17)
- Europe (31)
- France (6)
- Germany (4)
- The United Kingdom (5)
- Italy (1)
- Spain (3)
- Rest of Europe (12)
- Asia-Pacific (Excluding Japan) (19)
- Middle East (3)
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